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Beethoven in Russia
Music and Politics
Frederick W. Skinner
November 2022 346pp 42 b&w illus., 5
b&w tables
9780253063052 £33.00/ $38.00 PB
9780253063045 £69.00/ $80.00 HB

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS
How did Ludwig van Beethoven

help overthrow a tsarist regime? With
interdisciplinary appeal in the areas of history,
music, literature, and political thought, Beethoven
in Russia shows how Beethoven's music served as a
call to action for citizens and weaponized state
propaganda in the great political struggles that
shaped modern Russian history.

Bolshevik Sexual
Forensics
Diagnosing Disorder in the
Clinic and Courtroom,
1917–1939
Dan Healey
NIU Series in Slavic, East European, and
Eurasian Studies
November 2022 264pp 7 b&w

halftones
9781501768217 £21.99/ $26.95 NIP

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Explores the institutional history of Russian and
Soviet forensic medicine and examines the effects
of its authority when confronting sexual disorder.
This study sheds light on unexplored radical and
reactionary forces that shaped the Bolshevik
"sexual revolution".

Cigarettes and Soviets
Smoking in the USSR
Tricia Starks
NIU Series in Slavic, East European, and
Eurasian Studies
November 2022 324pp 11 b&w
halftones, 53 color halftones
9781501765483 £39.00/ $44.95 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Enriched by color reproductions of tobacco
advertisements, packs, and anti-smoking
propaganda, Cigarettes and Soviets provides a
comprehensive study of the Soviet tobacco habit.
The book is at once a study of Soviet tobacco deeply
enmeshed in its social, political, and cultural context
and an exploration of the global experience of the
tobacco epidemic.

Communism's Public
Sphere
Culture as Politics in Cold War
Poland and East Germany
Kyrill Kunakhovich
January 2023 354pp 18 b&w halftones, 2
maps
9781501767043 £40.00/ $46.95 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Communism's Public Sphere explores the political
role of cultural spaces in the Eastern Bloc. Under
communist regimes that banned free speech,
political discussions shifted to spaces of art:
theaters, galleries, concert halls, and youth clubs.
Kyrill Kunakhovich shows how these venues turned
into sites of dialogue and contestation.

Entangled in Fear
Everyday Terror in Poland,
1944-1947
Marcin Zaremba, Translated
by Maya Latynski
November 2022 366pp 2 b&w illus., 2
b&w tables
9780253063090 £32.00/ $37.00 PB
9780253063083 £77.00/ $90.00 HB

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Uses sociology, psychology, and history to explore
collective fear in official documents and the
personal papers of those who were left to survive in
postwar Poland. A groundbreaking work, this book
challenges the reader to consider how emotions
have shaped human history and how a more serious
engagement with emotions is key to a fuller
understanding of the past.

Everyday Religiosity
and the Politics of
Belonging in Ukraine
CatherineWanner
November 2022 246pp 24 b&w
halftones
9781501764981 £20.99/ $24.95 PB
9781501764950 £108.00/ $125.00 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Vibrant forms of everyday religiosity pave the way
for religion to be weaponized and securitized to
advance political agendas in Ukraine and beyond.
Based on ethnographic data and interviews
conducted since before the Revolution of Dignity
and the outbreak of armed combatin 2014, Wanner
investigates the conditions that catapulted
religiosity, religious institutions, and religious
leaders to the forefront of politics and geopolitics.
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EverydayWar
The Conflict over Donbas,
Ukraine
Greta Lynn Uehling
February 2023 216pp 11 b&w
halftones, 2 maps
9781501768484 £25.99/ $31.95 PB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Provides an accessible lens

through which to understand what non-combatant
civilians go through in a country at war. In Ukraine,
landscapes filled with death and destruction
prompted attentiveness to human vulnerabilities
and the cultivation of everyday, interpersonal
peace. Bridging the fields of political geography,
international relations, peace and conflict studies,
and anthropology, Everyday War considers a
different site where peace can be cultivated at an
everyday level.

For Putin and for
Sharia
Dagestani Muslims and the
Islamic State
Iwona Kaliszewska
NIU Series in Slavic, East European, and
Eurasian Studies
February 2023 168pp 24 color
halftones

9781501767630 £17.99/ $21.95 PB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Examines what it means to support sharia in
twenty-first century Dagestan, where calls for an
Islamic state coexist with nostalgia for the days of
Stalin's rule. Included is the self-reflection of a
researcher in a conflict zone, how the experience
can shift understanding of the ways people think
and live.

George Kennan for Our
Time
Lee Congdon
People for Our Time
September 2022 232pp
9781501765186 £16.99/ $19.95 PB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Examines the work and thought
of the most distinguished

American diplomat of the twentieth century. This
book describes the often-disastrous results of
rejecting Kennan's counsel, and the dangers,
international and national, posed by an ongoing
failure to draw upon his wisdom. In view of
America's foreign policy disasters in Afghanistan,
Iraq, and around the world, Kennan's realist
approach provides important lessons for our
current age.

Georgian and Soviet
Entitled Nationhood and the
Specter of Stalin in the Caucasus
Claire P. Kaiser
January 2023 282pp 6 b&w halftones, 3
maps
9781501766794 £38.00/ $43.95 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Georgian and Soviet investigates

the constitutive capacity of Soviet nationhood and
empire. Georgian and Soviet reveals that the
entitled, republic-level national hierarchies that the
Soviet Union created laid a foundation for the
claims of nationalizing states that would emerge
from the empire's wake in 1991.

Jews in the Soviet
Union: A History
War, Conquest, and Catastrophe,
1939–1945, Volume 3
Oleg Budnitskii, David
Engel, Gennady Estraikh and
Anna Shternshis
December 2022 448pp

9781479819430 £28.99/ $35.00 HB

NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS
This volume explores how the Soviet Union’s
changing relations with Nazi Germany between the
signing of a nonaggression pact in August 1939 and
the Soviet victory over German forces in World War
II affected the lives of some five million Jews who
lived under Soviet rule at the beginning of that
period. Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Jews in the Soviet
Union: A History
After Stalin, 1953–1967, Volume
5
Gennady Estraikh
December 2022 416pp
9781479819461 £28.99/ $35.00 HB

NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS
Volume 5 offers a history of Soviet Jewry from the
demise of the brutal dictator Joseph Stalin to the
military confrontation between Israel and Arab
states in 1967 known as the Six-Day War. This
groundbreaking work draws on rare access to
documents from the Soviet archives.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ
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Kosovo Liberation
Army
The Inside Story of an
Insurgency
Henry H. Perritt
August 2022 264pp 30 b&w photos
9780252087035 £24.99/ $30.00 NIP

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS
Provides a historical background for the KLA and
describes its activities up to and including the NATO
intervention. This book offers firsthand insight into
the motives and organization of a popular
insurgency, detailing the strategies of recruitment,
training, and financing that made the KLA one of
the most successful insurgencies of the post-cold
war era.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Making Martyrs East
andWest
Canonization in the Catholic and
Russian Orthodox Churches
Cathy Caridi
January 2023 210pp
9781501768248 £22.99/ $27.95 PB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
For centuries, Catholics in the Western world and
the Orthodox in Russia have venerated certain
saints as martyrs. InMaking Martyrs East and West,
Caridi examines how the practice of canonization
developed in the West and in Russia, focusing on
procedural elements that became established
requirements for someone to be recognized as a
saint and a martyr.

March 1917
The RedWheel, Node III, Book 2
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn,
Translated by Marian
Schwartz
The Center for Ethics and Culture
Solzhenitsyn Series
October 2022 728pp 4 maps
9780268106867 £23.99/ $29.00 PB

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME PRESS
Nobel Prize–winner Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's
multivolume work about the Russian Revolution. He
spent decades writing about just four of the most
important periods, or "nodes.” This is the first time
thatMarch 1917 has been translated into English.
Book 2 covers three days of the February Revolution
when the nation unraveled, leading to the Bolshevik
takeover eight months later.

Nabokov Noir
Cinematic Culture and the Art of
Exile
Luke Parker
November 2022 282pp 6 b&w halftones,
2 maps
9781501766527 £41.00/ $47.95 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Nabokov Noir places Vladimir

Nabokov's early literary career, from the 1920s to
the 1940s, in the context of his fascination with
silent and early sound cinema and the chiaroscuro
darkness and artificial brightness of the Weimar
era, with its movie palaces, cultural Americanism,
and surface culture.

Night without End
The Fate of Jews in German-
Occupied Poland
Edited by Jan Grabowski and
Barbara Engelking
September 2022 546pp 73 b&w photos,
8 maps, 1 chart, 35 b&w tables
9780253062864 £34.00/ $40.00 PB
9780253062857 £86.00/ $100.00 HB

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS
This book tells the stories of resistance, suffering,
and death, of the the three million Polish Jews who
were murdered in the Holocaust. Based on
meticulous research from across Poland, Night
Without End, presents the critical facts, significant
findings, and the unmistakable evidence of Polish
collaboration in the genocide of Jews.

Philosophy of the
Name
Sergii Bulgakov, Translated
by Thomas Allan Smith
NIU Series in Orthodox Christian Studies
October 2022 360pp
9781501765650 £47.00/ $54.95 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Philosophy of the Name offers a

philosophy of language for contemporary
theologians of all confessions who wrestle with the
issue of language and God. It is a persuasive
apologia for the mysterious power of words and an
appeal to make use of words responsibly not only
when speaking about God but equally when
communicating with others.
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Recording Russia
Trying to Listen in the
Nineteenth Century
Gabriella Safran
November 2022 300pp 13 b&w
halftones
9781501766329 £43.00/ $49.95 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Bringing together intellectual

history and literary analysis and drawing on ideas
from linguistic anthropology and sound and media
studies, Recording Russia looks at how writers,
folklorists, and linguists such as Turgenev,
Dostoevsky, and Vladimir Dahl, as well as foreign
visitors, thought about the possibilities and
meanings of listening to and repeating other
people's words.

Return to the
Motherland
Displaced Soviets in WWII and
the Cold War
Seth Bernstein
Battlegrounds: Cornell Studies in
Military History
February 2023 306pp 19 b&w
halftones, 2 maps

9781501767395 £40.00/ $46.95 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Return to the Motherland follows those who were
displaced to the Third Reich back to the Soviet
Union after the victory over Germany. The stories
described in this book reveal not only how the USSR
grappled with the aftermath of war, but also the
universality of Stalinism's refugee crisis.

Russian Colonization
of Alaska
From Heyday to Sale, 1818–1867
Andrei Val’terovich Grinëv,
Translated by Richard L.
Bland
October 2022 442pp 7 photos, 3 illus., 4
maps, 1 glossary, 2 appendixes, index
9781496222176 £60.00/ $70.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS
In this third volume, Andrei Val’terovich Grinëv
examines the final period in Russian America’s
history, from naval officers’ coming to power in the
colonies (1818) to the sale of Alaska to the United
States (1867). Grinëv’s definitive volume explores
how certain economic successes could not prevent
the growth of crisis phenomena.

Suitable Strangers
The Hungarian Revolution, a
Hunger Strike, and Ireland's First
Refugee Camp
Vera Sheridan
Irish Culture, Memory, Place
January 2023 264pp 22 b&w illus., 7
b&w tables
9780253064615 £24.99/ $30.00 PB

9780253064608 £69.00/ $80.00 HB

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Reveals the firsthand experiences of the men,
women, and children who lived in the
Knockalisheen refugee camp near Limerick. Vera
Sheridan provides the first complex and nuanced
look into the daily routines, state policies, and
international motives that shaped life for Hungarian
refugees living in Ireland's first refugee camp.

The Moralist
International
Russia in the Global Culture Wars
Kristina Stoeckl and Dmitry
Uzlaner, Series edited by
Aristotle Papanikolaou and
Ashley M. Purpura
Orthodox Christianity and Contemporary
Thought

December 2022 208pp
9781531502157 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9781531502133 £84.00/ $105.00 HB

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS
Analyzes the role of the Russian Orthodox Church
and the Russian state in the global culture wars over
gender- and reproductive rights and religious
freedom.

Architecture of Life
Soviet Modernism and the
Human Sciences
Alla Vronskaya
May 2022 336pp 103 b&w illus., 20 color
plates

9781517912277 £28.99/ $35.00 PB
9781517912260 £120.00/ $140.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS
During the 1920s and 1930s, proponents of Soviet
architecture looked to the human sciences in their
efforts to formulate a methodological and
theoretical basis for their modernist project. This
book delves into the foundations of this
transdisciplinary endeavor. Excludes Japan & ANZ

recent highlights
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Children of
Communism
Politicizing Youth Revolt in
Communist Budapest in the
1960s
Sándor Horváth, Translated
by Thomas Cooper
Studies in Hungarian History

March 2022 300pp 45 b&w illus.
9780253059727 £25.99/ $32.00 PB
9780253059734 £73.00/ $85.00 HB

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS
This book shows what life was like for the first
generation to have been born under communism
and how one evening spent grieving rock and roll
under a tree forever changed lives.

Fyodor Dostoevsky—In
the Beginning
(1821–1845)
A Life in Letters, Memoirs, and
Criticism
Thomas Gaiton Marullo
NIU Series in Slavic, East European, and
Eurasian Studies

August 2022 370pp
9781501764592 £26.99/ $32.95 NIP

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
More than a century after his death in 1881, Fyodor
Dostoevsky continues to fascinate readers and
reviewers. In this important new work, Thomas
Marullo provides a diary-portrait of Dostoevsky's
early years drawn from the letters, memoirs, and
criticism of the writer.

Ghosts of War
Nazi Occupation and Its
Aftermath in Soviet Belarus
Franziska Exeler
April 2022 360pp 13 b&w halftones, 5
maps
9781501762734 £29.99/ $35.95 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
How do states and societies

confront the legacies of war and occupation, and
what do truth, guilt, and justice mean in that
process? In Ghosts of War, Franziska Exeler
examines people's wartime choices and their
aftermath in Belarus, a war-ravaged Soviet republic
that was under Nazi occupation during the Second
World War.

Ingredients of Change
The History and Culture of Food
in Modern Bulgaria
Mary C. Neuburger
April 2022 246pp 18 b&w halftones
9781501762581 £22.99/ $27.95 PB
9781501762499 £108.00/ $125.00 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Ingredients of Change explores

modern Bulgaria's foodways from the Ottoman era
to the present, outlining how Bulgarians
domesticated and adapted diverse local, regional,
and global foods and techniques, and how the
nation's culinary topography has been continually
reshaped by the imperial legacies of the Ottomans,
Habsburgs, Russians, and Soviets, as well as by the
ingenuity of its own people.

Party Politics in Russia
and Ukraine
Electoral System Change in
Diverging Regimes
Bryon Moraski
June 2022 304pp 35 b&w illus.
9781479807765 £28.99/ $35.00 PB
9781479807758 £85.00/ $99.00 HB

NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS
Examines how political parties navigate major
election reforms by comparing electoral system
changes in Russia and Ukraine at the same time,
under different regimes. Moraski sheds light on
how authoritarian regimes—and the ruling parties
that support them—have used changing conditions
in their countries to consolidate their power, with
varying success.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Places of Tenderness
and Heat
The Queer Milieu of Fin-de-Siècle
St. Petersburg
Olga Petri
June 2022 300pp 10 b&w halftones, 2
maps, 1 graph
9781501763779 £42.00/ $48.95 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Places of Tenderness and Heat is a ground-level
exploration of queer St. Petersburg at the fin-de-
siècle. Olga Petri takes us through busy shopping
arcades, bathhouses, and public urinals to show
how queer men routinely met and socialized. She
reconstructs the milieu that enabled them to
navigate a city full of risk and opportunity.
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